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Abstract—This paper presents a low-cost and low-power 
consumption asynchronous Wake-Up (WU) development to 
Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks (UWSN). 

An asynchronous WU offers important advantages for energy-
aware network polices, however it needs some specific hardware, 
an optimal configuration of system facilities and the 
interconnection with a core control unit.  

This proposed WU implementation has been specifically 
designed to be used in acoustic underwater modems, able to react 
to external acoustic stimuli. Both the modem and the Wake-Up 
system use a unique piezoelectric transducer dissipating, to our 
knowledge, the lowest power published until now. Moreover, the 
system is able to detect both simple tones and predefined bit 
patterns, being able to wake up a network node UWSN 
individually or even to different nodes at the same time.  

Keywords— Underwater Networks; Wireless Sensor Networks; 
Acoustic Modems; Wake up; Low Power 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Underwater Wireless Sensor Network (UWSN) 
development is of current interest due to their potential number 
of attractive applications. 

An UWSN is physically composed by a number of nodes, 
the smallest computational unit in a network. Nodes are self-
powered by batteries or they can include some energy-
harvesting resource. In both cases, the tendency is the 
reduction of both the size and cost of nodes and consequently, 
the size of its batteries. Thus, the design must be oriented to 
consume as low power as possible in order to extend nodes 
operational life.  

In this line, modern microcontrollers usually offer several 
operating modes which, depending on performance necessities, 
can switch between different clock sources in order to 
minimize its power consumption. Among operating modes, the 
‘sleep mode’ reduces power consumption to its minimum by 
turning off the Central Processing Unit (CPU) and attached 
peripherals as much as possible. Exploiting this sleep mode is a 
very interesting option in networks with low traffic demand 
and, consequently, low communication activity. However, as 
long as messages cannot be sent nor received by the wireless 
interface in sleep mode, the microcontroller needs a way to 
wake up and reactivate its normal activity. 

This paper presents a detailed description of an 
asynchronous Wake-Up system specifically designed to 
underwater communication with acoustic link. The design 
observed under two scenarios, numerical computing simulation 
and real on sea waters. Firstly, the paper presents the 
MATLAB-Simulink model whose results have been explored 
to evaluate final system reliability. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section II sets the paper 
framework. Section II summarizes the most relevant hardware 
features of an acoustic modem previously developed to the 
present work. Section IV presents the low-power proposed WU 
circuit. Section V describes how the WU resource is extended 
in order to detect multiple patterns. Section VI describes the 
Simulink model of the WU system. Section VII presents and 
evaluates some practical experiences carried out to evaluate the 
system performance. Section VIII verifies the system. And 
finally, section VIII concludes the paper. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Strategies to Wake-Up (WU) a node can be grouped into 
synchronous or asynchronous. Synchronous WU strategies are 
based on time sharing and synchronization, while 
asynchronous WU strategies depend on external stimuli. 

Synchronous WU strategies need very simple additional 
hardware. Time synchronization can be kept by using a Real 
Time Clock (RTC) or even a timer. This hardware is well 
known, usually dissipates very low power [1] and even is 
integrated as on-chip peripheral in several state-of-the-art 
microcontrollers [2]. Nevertheless, synchronous WU strategies 
are based on the premise that two nodes that want to 
communicate will switch on their wireless interfaces at the 
same time just synchronizing their corresponding internal 
clocks. Time-driven protocols trust energy saving to the 
efficiency of their clock synchronization mechanisms. 
Generally speaking, synchronous WU strategies present an 
additional energy waste to the minimum required to transmit or 
receive [3]. Moreover, in an event-driven communication, 
which starts when some specific event is recognized, the 
wireless interface tends to remain active more time than needed 
to complete a packet transmission. 

Asynchronous WU strategies, however, need much more 
specific hardware. A node must be able to react to certain 
stimuli. For example, an acoustic signal can be used to 
reactivate the node, but it will need an Acoustic Triggered 
Wake-Up (AT-WU) circuit. This circuit must dissipate as low 
power as possible since it remains always active either in 
microcontroller sleep mode or in active modes. However, the 
extra energetic effort done by the node is worthily reinvested 
because it has been proved that asynchronous WU can reduce 
overall network power consumption more than synchronous 
WU [4]. Asynchronous WU is close to the optimal case of 
opening the wireless interface only to transmit or receive a 
packet in both time-driven and event-driven protocols. 

Recently, Harris, Stojanovic and Zorzi published a work 
comparing both WU techniques simulating the energy 
consumption levels of a synchronous WU solution as STEM [3] 
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and a wake up asynchronous design [5] (called in the paper the 
wake up mode) [4]. Authors concluded that “for underwater 
sensor networks where the expected traffic generation is less 
than one packet per node per few hours, the wakeup mode will 
save energy over sleep cycling both in terms of the greatest 
energy consumption of a single node, thereby increasing the 
network lifetime by delaying the first node death”.  

However, very little work has been done about 
asynchronous AT-WU. The main reference so far is Wills, Ye 
and Heidemann work in 2006 [5]. This work includes two 
important characteristics expected in any asynchronous WU 
system: inexpensive and low-power consumption. The 
complete WU circuit draws 500µW when waiting for an 
incoming valid wake up signal.  

However, there exist terrestrial WU circuits that dissipate 
less than 100µW waiting. State-of-the-art asynchronous WU 
systems for WSN dissipate 52µW [6], 11µW [7] and 12.6µW 
[8] as shown in TABLE I. These works agree to use On-Off-
Keying (OOK) in the wake-up operation in order to save 
energy.  

So this paper proposes the adaptation of terrestrial WU 
techniques to the underwater scenario, obtaining a reliable but 
ultra-low power Acoustic Triggered Wake-Up circuit. 

A previous work in terrestrial networks [9] showed that no 
extra hardware is needed to generate and transmit a WU signal. 
But, on the other side, additional hardware is needed on the 
receiver to analyse incoming signals and to wake up the 
microcontroller. As a result, the modem abstraction block 
diagram is shown in Fig. 1 in which a specific peripheral has 
been added only to the receiver while its own acoustic modem 
wireless interface is reused to generate and transmit the OOK 
WU signal. This peripheral, a low-cost commercial available 
off-the-shelf IC, is usually found to terrestrial RFID (Radio 
Frequency IDentification). 

TABLE I.  
STATE-OF-THE-ART OF RT-WU SYSTEMS 

SOLUTION 
FREQ 
(MHz) 

SUPPLY 
(V) 

PWR. 
(µW) 

SENS. 
(dBm) 

ITACA [9] 868.3 3.0 8.7 -53 

Berkeley 2008 [6] 2000 0.5 52 -72 

Durante [7] 2400 1.5 11 -57 

J. Ansari [8] 869 3.0 12.6 n/a 

 The overall modem, including the WU peripheral, 
dissipates 10µW waiting, which absolutely agrees with power 
limit constrains of current underwater wireless communication 
devices. In fact, ITACA WU power consumption is the lowest 
of the state-of-the-art RT-WU systems that appear in TABLE I. 
Thus, the proposed WU circuit is a very interesting resource in 
the design of low-power consumption UWSN, helping to 
extend network lifetime for a reasonable price. Finally, our 
results can be exported to other networks simulation tools as 
ns-3 [10] to evaluate final system reliability. 

III. PREVIOUS HARDWARE 

The AT-WU circuit is modular and therefore it is not 
restricted to a specific acoustic modem. However, the overall 
modem consumption obviously depends on the whole 
architecture. 

The ITACA institute has developed an innovative modem 
mainly focusing on two parameters: cost and power 
consumption. Its nominal data rate is 1kbps. The 
implementation is suitable to short range distance dissipating 
16mW to 68mW in transmission mode. However, 100 meters 
in shallow water have been successfully reached consuming 
120mW (reported in [11]).  As can be seen in TABLE II, 
power consumption is the lowest of the state-of-the-art of 
research acoustic modems but still presents a compromise 
solution with data rate. 

TABLE II.  
STATE-OF-THE-ART OF ACOUSTIC MODEMS USED IN UNDERWATER SENSOR 

NETWORKS 

Modem ITACA 
[11] 

Freitag 
[12] 

Iltis 
[13] 

Wills 
[5] 

Parsons 
[14] 

Modulation FSK 
FHFSK-
PSK 

M-FSK FSK FSK 

Data rate (bps) 1000 5000 133 600 31 

Sleep Power 
(µW) 

3 - >100 >500 13.6 

RX Power 
(mW) 

24 > 500 >300 > 25 65 

TX Power  
(mW) 

120 * > 500  >300  > 25  243 

Distance (m) 100 2-4 k - 500 100 

Sensitivity 
(µV) 

30 - - 10 - 

* TX power corresponds to 108 mW power amplifier stage (100m distance) 
and 12 mW MCU. 

The modem has been equipped with a commercial 
HUMMIMBIRD XP 9 10 piezoelectric transducer. Although 
this transducer was originally commercialized for other 
applications such as fish-finding or depth-metering, it has been 
successfully re-targeted for acoustic communications. The 
architecture is based on a microcontroller. The modem 
implements a mixed Analog-Digital Central Processing Unit 
(CPU) capable of synchronous FSK modulating and 
demodulating.  The possible operating modes within this 
architecture are the following: 

A. Sleep mode:  

Modem is turned off and messages cannot be neither sent 
nor received. Node microcontroller can be activated by an 
event or a port change (e.g. external push). Power consumption 
is only 3µW (@3.0VDC), which is the lowest ever reported for 
such application as compared in TABLE II.  

B. Receiving (RX):  

ITACA modem only implements one receiving mode in 
which frames are decoded and error-free packet reception are 
announced to protocol upper layers. Power consumption is 
24mW (@3.0VDC). Approximately half of this power 
consumption is used to amplify and filter the received signal, 
while the computing unit consumes the rest to run a 
demodulation algorithm. Receiver amplifier is based on a 
passive T-structure LC pass-band filter cascaded to a Variable 
Gain Amplifier (VGA) with Automatic Gain Control (AGC) 
from 0dB do 80 dB. Measured sensitivity is around 30µV. 

C. Transmitting (TX): 

Power amplifier stages consumption depends on the 
transmission distance to be covered. To reduce wasted power, 
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Fig. 12 0x00 Pattern Cross-correlation 

 
Fig. 13 Simulink Simulation Results Generating All the Possible Patterns. 

AS3933 Pattern: 0x00. 

2)  False Wake-ups and Non-detections 

Two modems were submerged during 24 hours in a water 
tank. One of these modems was constantly sending WU signals 
with 16 different 8-bit array patterns – including 0x00 and 0xff. 
The receiver modem should only recognize one of these 16 
patterns.    

Two parameters have been observed with this experiment. 
Firstly, it was measured the number of false wake-ups which 
lead the modem to become unexpectedly active.  Secondly, the 
number of detection failures when the emitted pattern is 
coincident with the configured one but pattern recognition fails 
was also measured.  Two scenarios were set. In the first one, 
the WU pattern configured into the receiver was never sent. 
This scenario characterizes false waking up probability. In the 
second scenario, the configured WU pattern is emitted 
periodically. Results are shown in 0. 

The non-emitted column corresponds with the first scenario. 
Neither false wake-ups nor non-detected pattern were reported.  

However, in case of patterns with high aliasing probability 
(such as the 0x00 example) the false wake-ups probability is 
higher of 60%.  

As another fourteen different patterns were also transmitted 
with lower cross-correlation than 87%, false wake-up detection 

probability disappears.  

If patterns with aliasing are avoided, the performance of the 
WU system increases. In the worst observed case, no false 
wake-ups were reported while non-detections occur at a rate of 
0.6% (Fig. 14 non-aliasing column). 

 
 

Fig. 14 Error Rate Experiments Results in Worst Case 

B. Energy Evaluation 

A wake-up solution which consumes 8.7 µW means a 
reduction on 98.3% compared with [5]. It is a huge 
improvement but also was needed. ITACA modem power 
consumption is far below of previous acoustic modems for 
UWSN. Thus, the impact of the AT-WU on the modem must 
be dimensioned to this consumption. The objective of this 
section is to compare the overhead of two acoustic wake-up 
solutions: Wills [5] and the proposed one in an ideal controlled 
scenario with only two nodes. 

The comparison will use the following ITACA modem 
parameters: Power consumption to communicate 25 vertical 
meters is RX 24mW and TX 28mW. Sleep mode consumption 
is 3µW. Messages are assumed to be of 64 bytes, which at 
1kbps data rate is translated in 0.512s to either transmit or 
receive a packet.  

Wills AT-WU module has been already joined up to WHOI 
modem [12] and tested in a previous study on wake-up impact 
on UWSN [4]. However, to the present estimations, both 
modules Wills and the proposed AT-WU will be connected to 
the ITACA modem. 

Besides, two additional estimations will be added to the 
comparison which will act as energy consumption boundaries: 
idle and optimal. On the one hand, idle boundary assumes that 
a node is always listening to the channel (RX) waiting for new 
messages. This scenario can be considered a worst case 
scenario since the node does not exploit low power modes. On 
the other hand, optimal boundary assumes that a node is only 
listening while a packet is received, going to sleep the rest of 
the time. Since it assumes perfect synchronization, it is the 
lowest possible power consumption scenario. These boundaries 
have been also proposed in a previous study on wake-up 
impact on UWSN [4]. Other alternatives based on varying 
listening duty cycles, e.g. STEM [3], have not been considered 
since they are enclosed between idle and optimal boundaries.  

It will be evaluated power consumption of a single node in 
a simple scenario with the following duty cycle sequence: the 
node receives a message, once received, it sends back an 
Acknowledgement (ACK) packet and waits for next incoming 
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